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Lecturer interprets Jesus
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McGrath upgrades equipment

Analyzer speeds diagnosis
by Jan Lehman
staff reporter
Gone are the times of waiting days and days for blood test results from
labs. With new "state of the art" blood analyzers, health or illness can be determined within minutes.
Xavier's own McGrath Health and Counseling Center recently received
one of these "medical wonders." "We're excited about it," said Ann Brown, R.N.,
nursing supervisor for the center. "We weren't able· to test blood at all before ..
Now the wonderful machines make blood testing easier, faster and less expensive."
·
The new machine, donated by alumnus Dr. Robert Kappers, is called the
Abbot "Vision" machine. Though very compact, the Abbot can give the results
from 26 different tests ranging from cholesterol level to sugar level in the kidneys.
"The Abbot is good as far as an educational tool," Brown added, "because it
teaches you some good health habits. It tells you if too much cholesterol or too
much sugar is in your blood chemistry."
·
Brown is hoping to sponsor a "health fair" sometime in the future where
anyone on campus can have a cholesterol screening.
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Break-ins suspect arrested

by Heather Clopton
Perspectives editor
The Jesus Seminar. Sounds
harmless enough, but this group is
controversial enough for some of its
members to risk losing their academic
posts. Dr. Robert Funk, the founder of
the group spoke here Thursday in the
inaugural lecture of the Honors Program Lecture Series about what the
Jesus Seminar does, and why they do
it.
The Jesus seminar was
founded to form a comprehensive
presentation of Jesus. Itis a group of
scholars that meet twice a year to read,
Douglas McNeil! photo
interpret and judge the sayings a ttribDr. Robert Funk
uted to Jesus in the first three centuries
A.O. The group votes on the sayings,
has never been done before, and the
and based .on the consensus, they
publication of their findings are
·decide whether or not something may
already proving valuable to scholars
really have been said by Jesus.
and lay-people alike. Second; Funk
This may not see111 Hke such an wants to bring biblical sc!iolarship out
earth-s ha).dngtask, ·but .ithas-alread.y~flhe closet.,,..Funk-sa.id:t:~a t Bible···· ·. ·... , 1
disturbed a fot of Christians,funda- · scholars went, underground in 1923" · ·
mentalist and.nori~fundamentalist.
after the Scopes trial, and it is time to
One of their most publicized findings
get the public involved again, and "to
last year stated thatthe Our Father is
let people who want to be biblically
.not straight from Jesus' mouth. In fact,
literate know what's going on. Science
they only attribute a small section of it
has Carl Sagan; we (theology) have
as originating with Jesus.
Jimmy Swaggart."
All Jesus Seminar members
Funk emphasized that they
are not voting on the truth; They are
attend the meetings and vote, and
making scholarly decisions, but there is anyone interested can attend the
no way to verify as absolute fact what
meetings. The jesus seminar publishes·
argume!lts in the joumalForum ,-and
they decide. The members of the
seminar interpret Jesus' sayings for two their next meeting is the fall Conferreasons. First, to compile an inventory
ence, Oct. 19-22, at the University of
of everything attributed to Jesus. This
Toronto's School of Theology.

Oct. 4, .1989

by Mike Erb
staff reporter
_
Friday, the Cincinnati Police
Department, with the help of Xavier
Security, arrested the man believed
responsible for the break-ins on the
west side of campus which have
occured this fall, according to Michael Couch, director of Safety and
Security.
Curtis Eugene Burton was
spotted walking east bound on Dana
Avenue at approximately 1:35 a.m.
by the two Security officers who
were on duty, Pamela Dale and
Marianne Duncan. They believed
that the person they saw fit the description of the suspec1 who broke
into St. Barbara Hall, resisted arrest
and fled into the woods behind the
bu,ilding on Sept. 5; "The Cinciµnafr
Police were then notified by Dale a rid
Duncan. At 1 :50 a.m., the suspect
was stopped in "the parking lot at the
United Dairy Fanners at Dana and
Montogomery Rds. Burton was positively identified as the suspect who
broke into St. Barbara by Cincinnati
Police Officer Werner and Duncan,
and he was placed in custody.

At a hearing last week
bond was set at $7500, and Burton's
trial was scheduled for Oct. 6.
Couch said, "I think he [Burton] is
responsible for all of the break-ins
on the west side of campus."

With the help of this police sketch,
Xavier Security officers were able to
identify and later capture a suspect in
the rash of break-ins on the campus'
west side.

Help for Hurricane Hugo victims

S_GA sponsors relief effort
were greatly affected. If each student
could donate at least one dollar, the
contribution would be a significant
· one," said Meg Olberding, a member of
In an effort to show support for
SAC.
the victims of Hurricane Hugo, the
Student Government Association
(SGA), at the request of University
[Q) IJG=O
Ministry, has decided to sponsor
"Dollar Dare.". "We wanted to do
\\JW~rn~~
·something to show support of the
students who were affected by Hugo,"
said Betsy Ferguson, SGA president.
The collection will take place
Oct. 6-12 and donations can be made
during lunch and dinner hours in the
University Center Lobby or in front of
the Grill. Student Activities Association (SAC) members will donate their
office hours to help collect the contri11
butions. All proceeds will go _to the.
American Red Cross for their relief
efforts. "Hugo is not just a local issue it's a campus issue. -There are about 20
students from the Virgin Islands who

by Mike Kelly
News editor
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Read what
Xavier is doing
in the. first battle
in the "War
against Drugs!
- page 2
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Xavier steps up fight against drugs on campus
by Susan Menkhaus
staff reporter
George Bush's "War
on Drugs" will be calling for a
tougher stance concerning
drug usage on college campuses around the country. But
Xavier's administration
appears to be one step ahead
of the game.

A new committee, the
Drug and Alcohol Education
Committee, has been formed
to deal with the problems of
drugs and alcohol use on
campus. The Committee,
chaired by Dr. Lon Kriner,
director of the Health and
Counseling Center, will unify
efforts throughout the campus
by establishing four sub-
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committees: 1) education, 2)
disciplinary action, 3) NCAA
athletics and 4) counseling and
treatment. According to
Kriner, these subcommittees
will consist of students,
student government leaders
and administration.
With the recent arrest
of one student for drug
trafficking, some questions
have risen concerning the
consistency of disciplinary
action. Michael Couch,
director of Safety and Security,
said his officers "use the same

standards as the Cincinnati
Police." In the case of a felony,
su~h as illicit drug sales,
posses ion of over 100 grams of
marijuana or possession of
"more hard core substances,"
Couch said his staff would call
the special Street Comer Drug
Unit of the Cincinnati Police.
Kriner said that in the
past, counseling has always
been "the choice of the student," though in some cases it
has been required as part of
disciplinary action. Kriner
emphasized that he d0es not

like counseling to be considered punitive, and encouraged
students to come in on their
own.
Kriner said the federal
~ovemment is "jumping on
the bandwagon a little late."
He and Couch both said that it
is too early to tell what the
implications of the "War on
Drugs" will have at Xavier.
Kriner emphasized, though,
that the formation of the new
committee "is not a crackdown, just a continuation of
concern." ·
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Student Government Association: Memos & Minutes
by Ken Hartlage
assistant Perspectives editor

Service America to be
critiqued
Xavier's food service
company will be the subject of
a survey created by Lesliegh
Garrett a graduate student in
the Office of Student Development. Surveys will be passed
out during the week of Oct. 9
to students that use Service
America's Facilities.

Village projects to be
completed soon

ested in pizza delivery as a
fundraising program can
contact Service America.

Ferguson has not announced
the dates or format for this
years meeting.

Student groups encouraged to write position
papers

Students can contact
Board of Trustees

Village safety is issue of
concern

Student Government Association (SGA) President Betsy
Ferguson announced that she
will be appointing a student to
coordinate meetings between
students and members of
Xavier's Board of Trustees.
The Board, which periodically
visits the university, includes
in their agenda, a formal
meeting with student leaders.

A proposal is being
drafted by Senator Amy
Dreher over concern for the
residents of the Xavier Village.
The proposal addresses the
safety of the residents crossing
Dana Avenue. The project
may include crossing lights
and other warning signs to oncoming traffic.

Student representative
to the Core Curriculum
Review Committee, Sam Lind,
reported to the Senate that
student groups wishing to
submit a position paper and
meet with the committee can
do so through him. Deadlines
for papers is Oct. 15. The committee has been discussing the
curriculum Xavier requires its
students to study.

Outreach Programs .to
include open forums
Senate's Community
Relations Committee has been
planning projects in order for
SGA to participate on a larger
scale within the community.
Senators will volunteer on
various social service projects
during the year. Senate has
planned an Open Forum to
hear student views and
concerns. The forum is
scheduled for Oct. 26 at .7 p.m.
in Kelley Auditorium.

Dr. Arthur Shriberg,
vice president forf Student
Development announced atn
the Oct. 2 Senate meeting that
work on the Village's laundry
facilities and convenience store
should be completed during
October. Service America is
working on providing a pizza
service to Xavier's community.
Student organizations inter-
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Press here for a great
data processing career.
The right time. The right place.

State Farm is hiring.
If you're a senior with a data
processing, computer science or
math background, there may be
a very special career opportunity
waiting. for you in one of the
largest corporate dat~ processing facilities in the country.
There are actuarial and auditing jobs open, too.

Blue Chip. Green light. State
Farm is one of America's leading
insurance companies.. Through
innovative marketing and a proud
service tradition it has become
the nation's leading.· auto and
homeowner's insurer; and one of
the top life insurance companies
in the country.
You'll receive expert training.
You'll work on state-of-the-art

data processing equipment. You'll
go as far and as fast as you can .
You couldn't have a more solid
base to build a career on.
Contact your campus
Placement Director about
State Farm today.

Or write Ron Prewitt Assistant
Director. Home Office Personnel
Relations One State Farm Plaza
Bloomington, Illinois 61701.
'

STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES. Home Offices: Bloomington Illinois. An Equal Opportunity Employer. ·
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... talkin' 'bout
my generation

OIE-1
PIG.'

by David Stubenrauch
Sports editor
Something is wrong. Something is terribly wrong. I
don't know why, maybe this editorial will bring some answers. As the 1980s come to an end, I wonder, how is the
future going to look back at us? Will we be known as the
"klds of the '80s?" How about the "yuppie's younger ones?"'
The fact of the matter is, we aren't going to be known as
anvthing.
'
We have become a monotonous group, following the
generation ahead of us, the young urban professionals. We get
up, go to class, eat lunch, study our notes, watch some TV and
go to bed. Oh sure~ sometimes there is a little bit of variety.
Sometimes we sklo classes, but for the most part it's the same
routine, over and ~ver. _We have been taken in by a strong
conservative attitude. Remember, we now live in a "kinder,
gentler nation."
Look around. Our generation hasn't set standards
very much. For example, music. The biggest rock tours of the
1980s will be from Michael Jackson, a young singer from the
19i0s, and the Rolling Stones, an unaging group from the
1%0s. Look at our choices of popular songs. '1 Heard it
Through the Grape\·ine/' "Louie, Louie" and ''Twist and
Shout"' have all hit the charts this decade. More and more old
songs are being re-made. If it weren't for the fact that we
decided that bell bottoms and ties are "out," we might as well
call this year, "19i9- the sequel."
Our generation has forgotten to make a statement. \Ve
just took what we got, smiled and walked away grumbling. So
I supp:ise the big question is, why don't we make a statement?
\Vhy don't we take that grumbling and turn it into yelling? I
believe it's because we haven't had any problems in our lives.
Oh sure, we've had conflicts, but we haven't had any
depressions, any wars, any problems. Our generation's
biggest headlines have included an exploding space craft, an
a ttemoted Presidential assassination and a couple of Middle
Easte;;,. battles. Nothing that has wanted us to picket the
\\rnite House, hold a rally or just plain revolt. For the most
?art, we haven't even revolted against our parents. Now
that's a oroolem.
·o. .u generation has been more concerned about
udoing lurich" than doing. So is Dave saying that we should
find sornet.rung to complain a'ooui in the next three months?
Abso!utely not. I don't think that a re\•olt is neassary, but
mavbe
need one. Somebodv, somewhere, start a little
co~troversv
but wait until a·fter lunch, piease.

we

...
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Our home field disadvantage
Being a strong
supp:irter of Xavier soccer, I
find it both embarrassing and
ridiculous that their home field
is a 20-30 minute drive from
campus. The situation causes
much distress among players
and spectators. Most students
don't know where they play
their home games, and when
they find out how far it is
many are unable to support
the team. Most Xavier students don't have cars on
campus, therefore they have
no means of transportation to
the games. It is my understanding that the soccer team

has to travel dovvn Victory
Parkway to practice on a patch
of grass between two baseball
diamonds. Cohen field is not
an option for fear of players
injuring themselves due to the
terrible field conditions.
The universitv has
been working on the held at
O'Connor Sports Center for
the past two seasons. Originally, it was supposed to be
completed by October of 1988.
The team has been promised
the field for their first MCC
tournament this year, however
progress is very slow.
I don't understand

how Xavier can spend all of
this mon~y sodding the
Village and not ptitany money
into sodding the field. They
sodded the Village, and no one
even uses the grass !t the
Villagefor anything - it's just
for looks!
·
The field needs to be j
sodded. It is very inconvenient for both players and
spectators, and I'm sure if the
fieldhouse floor needed to be
redone, it wouldn't take two
years.

- L. Pelota

RAs are more than just cops
''Residence Life
staffers search the halls for
people to be disciplined for inappropriate behavior ... "
This comment by Ken Hartlage in his article entitled "and
when I grow up I want to be
just li.'L(e Shident Development"' in the Sept. 27 issue of
the News\\•ire demonstrates
pure ignorance of the role of
the Office of Residence Life
within frle larger body of
Student Development. His
narrow perception fails to
recognize the primary focus of
the Office of Reside.o1ce Life
which is to "work to supp:irt
students in their pers-0nal
growth and to challenge
students to successfully
achieve their ao~demic goals,"
Office of Reslder.ce Life
mission state;ne::..t. fr,
layman's ten:is, this mears
resident assist~~t :raLti.ng is

focused on community building, programming and peer
counseling skills. Because
disciplinary confrontations are
challenging, we do receive
training in this area, bul" it is
far from the primary fo..'llS of
our energies. In fact, last
year's statistics show that
~''hile onlv 221 disciolinary
incidents were reparted in the
residence halls, Residence Life
staff planned 314 programs,
and were involved in t661
counseling sessions. How
many people do you think
would seek counseling from
someone they viewed as a law
enforcement figure? Discipline is probably the leastliked aspect of being a "Residence Life staffer," but it is
ne-cessary when the inapprop~ate behavior-of one resident
negatively affects the living
space of other residents.
,

L

•

.While the Office of Residence
Life does not apply the bmad
generalization of "irrespc:y;,isible" to all or even ~~:i(~st
students~ it is a factnrnfo lh«t
all people
not T"eSl-X)'1Sfo1e
iOO percent of the tim~,
including college studen!-s.
How would vou feel, Mr.
Hartlage>ih~re chose to make
negative generalizations about
all of the Newswire staff
regarding your lack of focrs to
suppart your arguments?
Next time, for your own sake,
please research an area of
concern before unjustly
criticizing it:

are

- Husman Hall st.lff:
Denny Otto, J•mcl Olsl'n,
Suzie Rich tl!r, Kelly Brooks,
Betsy King, John Ger.1ghty,
i\·tikc 0' Conner ;md Leslie
Patterson
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Shots not heard 'round cincinnati

Mann,. backs assault weapons ban
Cincinnati City
Council has acted with great
courage in making it illegal to
sell, rent, acquire or possess
many semi-automatic assault
weapons.
· On Wednesday, Sept.
27, Council voted 5 to 4 to
reverse a June Council decision which had failed to
outlaw these weapons of war.
Why did foe proposal fail in
June and pass in September?
First, a newer member
of Council listened carefully
and studied hard both sides of
the issue and cast a decisive
"yes'; vote. Second, Police
Chief Richard Dotson of
Louisville, appeared before
Council and eloquently and

vividly recounted the carnage
continue to permit the ununleashed by assault gun
abated possession and trade of
toting Joseph Wesbecker on
these weapons.
Sept. 14, when Wesbecker shot
Despite all of these
20 of his co-workers (killing 8
facts, the National Rifle
and seriously wounding 12).
Association, the local so-called
Louisville Mayor, Jerry
Firearms Facts Committee and
Abramson, wrote to encourage
the rest of the highly organus to "act now beeause the use
ized and vocal gun lobby had
of assault weapons to commit
prevailed untilthis week.
violent criminal acts is increasCouncilmembers have been
ing at an alarming rate."
flooded with phone calls from
Finally, our own
people summoning forth some
police chief and other police
of the most outlandish argudivision personnel have
ments to oppose this muchcontinually pointed out the
needed legislation. For
fact that these semi-automatic
example, did you know that
assault weapons are increas·assault weapons are needed to
ingly the guns of choice for
hunt rabbits because less
drug dealers. Police officer
powerful weaponry fails to ~ill
safety is imperiled if we
them quickly enough and they

suffer too long? Or, how
about the assertion that these
guns are needed by individual
home owners to protect their
property, and all other weapons still permitted just could
not handle the job? The gun
lobby simply overplays its
hand sometimes as it creates
silly arguments and expresses
political threats against elected
officials.
In point of fact, the bill
I sponsored allows people who
have owned semi-automatics
acquired legally before April 1,
1989, to retain them so long as
they register the weapons with
the city within 60 days from
passage of the ordinance.
Those who claim that

an absolute right to bear am1s
is guaranteed by the Second
Amendment to the US
Constitution as an argument
against this ordnance also
assert that they should be
allowed bazookas and tanks if
they so desire. Obviously, the
Second Amendment is no
more absolute than the first ...
after all, you cannot cry "fire"
in a crowded theatre.
The city shall now
work hard to administer and
enforce this new law that will
be a real asset in providing a
safer place to live and work for
our citizens.
- David S. Mann, Cincinnati City Councilman

Is humanity Earth's cancer or cure? Costly
copies
drain·
change
_OK,

here's the
deal: are we,
as the
·human race;
the greatest
existing
mistake?
To
· answer this
question
. honestly we·
must first

'

·ask ourselves what we have done for the
Earth. Have weUved in equilibrium with it?
Havewe preserved it? Or have we p~shed it
and ourselves to the brink of destruction?
Now I'm not trying to say we have
not made some incredible strides in improving the human condition, because we have.
· But what would these contributions be if we
had never existed? Has the Earth benefited?
Would it be any worse.:Off without them? ·
Quite the opposite. We may have improved
our own condition, but the Earth has suffered; We have punched a hole in the sky,
wehave poisoned.and stripped the_ land,
water and air, we have tom down millions
of acres of forest land to raise cattle .for food
our b<>dies .were never designed to digest, '
and we have and continue to wipe out entire
species .. I once read that an entire species of
insect was destroyed when a baseball field
was built in the only place they could exist.
But then again, it was in the.name of the
great American pastime, an~ if. we don't
have that we might as well mvite the damn
commies to take us over.
·
Anyhow, we have pushed the Earth
and ourselves to the brink of destruction.
How can we think of ourselves as anythi11g
but the greatest existing mistake? ~'he earth
is sacred. It has given us life. Yet hke u~
grateful children we ask for more, and hke a
10•1·1·ng· fJarent,.it 0uives it to us. Koyaanisqatsi!
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Pollution, nuclear
weapons, destruction of rain
forests - sometimes the
number of world wide
problems caused by human
beings seems overwhelming
so we throw up our hands·
and conclude that we must
just be one huge mistake. It's
so easy to say because it
relieves us of responsibility.
Con~luding that we are the
··
· huge problem of existence
gives us a permission slip to continue destructive human activities; On the other hand, if we humble ourselves to
realizing that we are a dynamic part of the earth environment, we recognize.that we are not "the" huge problem, but
that. we can be a part of the solution.
.
.
The conception that we are the big~e~t p:o~lem is
assuming some purified ideology, that while individuals
may be capable of good, human ~ings as~ group are .
largely destructive.· But I would l~e to pon~t out th~t this
has not a~ways been the case. Native Am.encan Indian ..
groups are an example of how human being~ can use thei:
abilify to reason and.stillrriaintain contact with a balance m
life; Current international movements such as the Green
Movement are calling on human beings to be a part of the
solutio.n. It is possible to have technolo~ ~nd a ~la~c~
with nature but it requires thoughtful activism by mdivi~u
als. It requiresa conscious ch~ice on our parts that ~e will .
not allow ourselves to bea part of the problem. Unhke other
animals, we have this capability. We can make reas~ned
choices. It is an obligation we have for the preservation of
the earth.
It is pessimistic to conclude that humans
only a
. problem. Philosophic~! dualism. calls on us to reahze that
there is good and evil m everything. Humans are not so
simple as to be only a problem. We
an. expression of
beauty (some say God) in a way that is umque only to us.
To deny that humans can offer good and beauty to the earth,
just as any other creature is short-sighted.
Yes we could look at ourselves and say we are the
bigge:it problem in existence, or we coul? be more accurate
and .:iay :;hai: oLtc past mistakes are our b1ggest probl~rns.
Then the quer.don which is at hand is whether we vnll allow
the good part of our· human nature to beconie active in
becoming a part of the solution.
.. Susan Menkhaus

a:e
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I was wondering,
· who thinks copying on
··the Xavier campus is
expensive? I personally
believe that copying on
this campus is expensive,
and the cost has to be
brought down. Currently,
one copy costs $.10 at
Xavier. Can you imagine!
A 10 page article costs
$1.00.

Other universities, such as the University of Dayton, have
copies available to students for $.05. Why can't
Xavier's graphics department cut the cost down
for students? I make
hundreds of copies a
week, and this is the
consensus of many other
students. Also, why
aren't copy ~ards available? Some students
don't like to carry change,
or they would carry
enough for a snack. Copy
cards should be made
available for all students
who prefer not to carry
change.
I feel we have a
problem with copying on
the Xavier campus. The
cost is high, and students
who make a lot of copies
can't afford it. This
problem needs to be addressed.
- Waleed Fadayel
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Where can Morgan's Audit-Plus 11-aining
· Program leadyou?
Each year we hire a small team
of college graduates to participate in a unique management
training program. Our program, Audit-Plus, offors a
career path.in either financial
or general management at
J.P. Morgan.
J.P. Morgan develops and
executes complex financial
transactions for the world's
©l9ll'IJ.P.M"'tl.,1rn.l"""'1"'.....t.
J.P. Moepn ldrnlirn 1tM- .wwWwidr. buailW9 .nd rnkn of
J.P. Mospn a Ci1,, lnrorpnniwd, Morgan Cuannty Tn..c
C.OmpMY.J.P. MOflMStturilalne., andothttJ.P. Mrwpn
wt.idiarial.

'

leading corporations and
governments. ~ur business
requires specialized stJpport
in areas such as nsk analysis,
control evaluation; accounting
policies, and taxation. As an
.Audit-Plus trainee, your role
will be vital in providing this
essential management support.
To qualify, graduates with
concentrations in accounting,

finance, economics, or other
J.P Morgan & Co. Incorpobusiness subjects should have
rated, 23 Wall Street, New
at least two courses in accountYork, NY 10015.
ing for the general manage-.
ment path and four courses for
the financial management l'ath .
Ple~se plan to attend our
upcoming information session.
Watch for the time and location
on campus. Or contacdudith
Lmnin, Financial Recruiting,

JPMorgan

Career
Opportunities
. atMorgan

.

..

IPDRTI
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Rifle team sets sights on top eight NCAA finish
by Steve Franchi
staff reporter
With a loud crack,
the Xavier rifle team will
begin showing off their skills
this weekend with a meet at ·
the University of Kentucky.
The team under coach Alan
Joseph·enters the new season
with a lot of promise, seeking
a top eight ranking in the
nation.
Having a quality
group of riflemen and
women is nothing new to the
team members who congregate at the Armory every
weeknight. Xavier's rifle
team has attained a top 20
ranking in three of the last
four seasons. Coach Joseph
said, "Every year, our
primary goal is to qualify for
the NCAA championship
and we train the entire preseason and early part of the
schedule as a stepping stone
for the rest of the year. With
this in mind, we should be at
our peak level come tournamenUime in February or
March."
The two standout
performers for the Musketeer
rifle team are senior Matt·
Bykowski and junior Sabrina
DiBiagio. Both Bykowski
and DiBiagio have performed.
in two NCAA championships. Joseph described DiBi-

agio as his top air rifle shooter,
though he emphasized that he
shows no real favoritism to
any one of the team members.
He said, "Every member of the
team is very important in
forming a solid, competitive
unit. We need everyone on the
team doing his or her own
. share and giving one another
complete support." He also
said, "Without these aspects, a
team would have a difficult
time achieving success."
With such high
priority on cohesiveness, the
rifle team has been able to
achieve PC?Sitive results. The
one thing that has eluded them
is a top eight ranking. This
achievement would entitle
them to a trip to the Naval
Academy· in March for the
NCAA Championship Finals.
The rest of the squad
includes; juniors David Gibbs
and Joann Hassler; sophomores Steve Honkamp, Gina
Schoenenberger and David
Schrank; and freshman Christa
Tinlm. With a combination of
experience and anxiety that is
. felt through out the Armory,
anything shorter than_jop
eighTWoilld be a disappointment for Joseph's team. There
should be a lot of rigorous
practice ahead for the shooters,
but it will all be worth it if a
Michele Sulka photo
wide grin can spread across
Matt Bykowski takes aim at a possible championship season
Joseph's face when all is said
and done.
·
·

Kimbrough motors into NBA
by Chris Meyer
assistant Sports editor
Former Xavier guard
Stan Kimbrough has been
signed by the National Basketball Association (NBA) Detroit
Pistons to a one-year contract.
"It was really exciting to be
signed by the Pistons," Kimbrough said. "You work so
hard for so long, and finally, it
pays off. I'm thrilled."
Kimbrough has not
officially made last year's
world champion Pistons. He
first has to go through training
camp, but in the event that he
doesn't make the team, he is
guaranteed a spot in the
Continental Basketball Association (CBA) with Detroit's
affiliate.. "I have as good a
, chance of making the team as
everybody else does," Kimbrough said. "I'll just keep

Pistons' interest revolves ·
primarily with his defensive
play, specifically his full-court
pressure defense.
·
Xavier men's basketball coach Pete Gillen is quite
pleased with Kimbrough's
success. Gillen said, '1t is
· ·really great riews for Stan ... a
tribute to him. He's one of the
hardest workers I've ever
·coached."' ·'
At Xavier, Kimbrough
earned Second Team AllMidwestern Collegiate Confer- ·
ence selection tWice. A captain .
all three seasons at Xavier,
Stan compiled 1,596 points
with the Muskies which put
Stan Kimbrough'
him over 2,000 points in his
Division I career. He is on the
Musketeer
scoring chart in trying my best."
sixth
place.
Kimbrough played in
Kimbrough reports to
the summer league in Los
the Pistons' camp in early
Angeles and at the Pistons'
rookie camp at San Diego. The October.

RIFLE TEAM
1989-90
SCHEDULE

10-7 Univ. of Ky Away
10-21 Ohio State Home
10-29 Naval Aca. Away
11-3 through 11-5
Walsh Tourn. Home
11-10 through 11-12
Walsh Tourn. Home
11-17 through 11-19
Walsh Tourn. Home
12-2 Army
Away
(with Kings
College and N.C.
State)
1-20 Ohio State Away
1-:?8 Murray St. Away
2-3 W. Vir.
Away
2-10 through 2-11
NCAA Sectionals
Away
2-18 Jr. Olympics Away
2-24 West. Conf.
Championship Away
3-3 Lake Erie Conf.
Championship Away
3-8 through 3-10
NCAA Championships
Away
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Lancaster leads Muskies into tournament
by Mike Erb
staff reporter
The men's golf team is
preparing themselves for the
Midwestern Collegiate
Conference Tournament, Oct.
9 and 10. Xavier will host this
year's fall classic at the
Weatherwax Municipal Golf
Course in Middletown. They
will be led to the first tee by a
freshman, Jeff Lancaster. ·
Lancaster has had an
impressive record in his first
year of competition: in
tournament play, he is the best
on the squad with a 76.3 stroke

average. Individually, he
finished second out of 50
players at the Xavier
Invitational. At the
Georgetown Invitational in
Washington, D.C., he drove to
sixth overall.
"He's the most
eonsistent player we have,"
said coach Doug Steiner. "We
can count on him to have a
good score every round."
Seeond year Coach Steiner
feels strongly that gaining
experience is one of his main
goals, for himself and the
Xavier team. Lancaster has
helped Steiner and the team
reach these goals.

Lancaster, 18, finds the
freshman life style in college
very busy. Away from his
golf, Jeff spends mostiof his
spare time with his school
work. ''The tournament
schedule and practices take up
most of my time," Lancaster
said. "I've enjc.yed the college
life so far." He attended
Talawanda High School and
played under Head Coach Bill
Bowers for four years. During
his high school days, he had a
scoring average of 36.5 strokes
for nine holes and led his team
to three first place finishes in
his league.
Now a vital part of the

LIEUTENANT JACK TODD MILLS

PHILLIP WORSHAM

215MepleStrwt
Jullln, Oklahoma 10075

213 On:Mrd Slrwt
Ju ..ln, Oldllhom.l 10075
CAREER
OBJECTIVE

An entry level position in an
Electrical Engineering research
or design firm.

EDUCATION

Bachelor Of Science in Electrical
Engineering, May 1987
Williamstown University; Justin,
Oklahoma

EXPERIENCE

Summer lnterMlllp Summer 1986
Central Power and Light, Justin,
Oklahoma
Interned In the Power Transmission
Department

HONORS

Dean's LISI

ACTIVmES

Yarslty Soccer
Intramural Softball

REFERENCES

Available Upon Request

Xavier team, Lancaster feels he
is making a contribution. "My
greatest strength is my
consistency," said Lancaster.
According to Lancaster,
this quality is very important
in the game of golf. He admits
his greatest weakness is his
putting. This is in line with
many other top notch collegiate players. "Since we play
on so many different courses,"
added Lancaster, "it's hard. It
takes time to adjust to the
greens." Lancaster had played
at the Weatherwax Course
during his high school days
and this should be an advantage to the Xavier squad.

CAREER
OBJECTIVE

An entry level position In an Electrical
Engineering research or design firm.

EDUCATION

Bachelor of Science In Electrical Engineering,
May1987
Wiiiiamstown University; Justin, Oklahoma
U.S. Army Signal Corps
Olllcer Buie Course, September 1987

EXPERIEHCE

ll'alnlng and Optmlona otrlcer,
U.S. Army Reserve Officers' Training Corps,
Wllllamatown University
Planned, organized, and executed training for
battalion of 110 cadets.
Communlcatlona Platoon Leader,
. Headquarters Troop, 1-17 Cavalry,
82nd Airborne Division, Fort Bragg, NC
Responsible for the training, disclpllne and
welfare or a forty·man platoon.

HONORS

Dean's list
Distinguished Mllltary Graduate
Comm.andant's. List, Officer Basic Course

ACTIVITIES

Anny ROTC bale and 8dvancecl camps
U.S. Army Airborne School
Varsity Wrestling, Intramural Football

REFERENCES

PROFESSOR OF MILITARY SCIENCE
Lieutenant Colonel Kan Dunn ·
Wiiiiamstown University
College al Liberal Arts
CMAt.702
Justin, Oklahoma

by Chris Meyer
assistant
Sports edi!or
I coach an intramural
softball team, they are called
"The Bad Men." So far we are
0-2, but really we are not all
that awful. We have just been
running into a lot of tough
luck -the kind of luck that's
sends a manager looking for
his Rolaids.
The bad luck comes in
the form of a new, complicated
rule. The rule says that, if
there is an overthrow to first
base and the ball goes out of
play, the runner is awarded
third base. The first baseman
cannot throw the runner out;
the rule automatically goes
into effect.
Here's an example of
this crooked rule at work in a
game we played last Friday. A
player from the other team hit
a hard grounder to our shortstop. He fielded it cleanly, but
his throw to first was a little
too high for the first baseman
as the ball deflected off his
glove. It then trickled out of
bounds, and the runner slowly
walked to third. Our first
baseman quickly dashed to
pick up the ball, but the
umpire stopped him and said
that he could not throw out thE
runner. That play started a
rally for the other team that
lead them to defeat us badly,
13-4.
The umpires claim
that this is what happens
according to regular softball
rules. Wrong, guys! If a ball
is overthrown to first base, the
runner gets the base they are
going to, plus one base, in the
above case, second base.
Let's do it like regular
softball. Keep the game like jt
was last year without the rule.
Let's not argue about the rule;
the game was just fine without
it. Besides, my Rofaids supply
is running low, and my bad
stomach cannot take anymore.
Let's have some"" fun, don't
argue, and play some ''bad"
ball!!
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WHAT'S ON DECK

!lfm@ IX@Wll@fl

Wcd,Oct.4
Women's tennis at Centre; 4
p.m.
Xavier lntramurals: Sign-ups
open for Raquetball, Inner
Tube Water Polo and
Wally ball
Thu, Oct. 5
Women's tennis at Northern
Kentucky; 3 p.m.
Xavier lntramurals: Sign-ups
close for 3-on-3 Basketball
Fri, Oct. 6
Men's tennis at Bowling Green
Tournament
Sat, Oct. 7

!M@rn~'rir!Ufl@ri~

0©©a'®®
@rm~ 0(W©[ru
MEN'S SOCCER
The men's soccer team
is struggling. And that's
puuting it lightly. The
Muskies are on a seven game
losing streak that started back
on September 15. The streak
includes only two goals scored
by Xavier and five shutouts.
This week's games
included a close-nit contest
against local rivals, University
of Cincinnati. With only four
~hots on goal, Xavier was
unable to tame the Bearcats.
UC was 7-1-after the match.
Xavier, after two' additional°
loss' to We!jt Virginia and
Dayton were 2-8-2.
Cincinnati-1, Xavier-0
Goal: Kiley
Shutout: Schneider (four saves)
West Virginia-2, Xavier-0
Goals: Peterson, Stephens
Shutout: Bachteler (seven saves)
Dayton-3, Xavier-0
Goals: O'Toole, Scharpf, Casale
Shutou'i:: O'Luanne (two saves)

WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
The women's
volleyball team took four out
of five matches last week
including three at the Western
Kentucky Invitational. At the
weekend tournament, Kathy
Kalb and Jennifer Nunn were
all tournament selections.
Xavier def. Mt. St. Joseph
15-3, 6-15, 15-3, 11-15, 15-2
Western Kentucky Invitational
Xavier def. Western Kentucky
15-13, 12-15, 15-10, 15-9
Xavier def. Georgia State
11-15, 15-12, 15-1, 15-13
Xavier def. Austin Peay
15-12, 15-6, 15-8
New Orleans def. Xavier
15-12, 15-10, 15-4

MEN'S GOLF
NORTHERN KENTUCKY
INVITATIONAL
Team scores:
1) Cincinnati 303; 2) Dayton 313;
3) Xavier 316; 4) Cumberland 317;
5) Brescia 320; 6) Tie: Centre and
Northern Kentucky 330; 8)

Women's tennis vs. Evansville
& Kentucky Wesleyan; 2 p.m.
at Evansville
Men's tennis at Bowling Green
Tournament
Men's soccer at Northwestern; 2
p.m.
Rifle team at Kentucky; 10 a.m.
Men's & women's cross country
at Hanover Invitational; 11
a.m.
Women's volleyball vs.
Dayton; 2 p.m. at Schmidt
Fieldhouse
Sun, Oct. 8
Women's tennis at Western
Kentucky; 1 p.m.
Women's soccer vs. Lewis; 2

p.m. at Kol ping Park
Men's soccer at DcPaul; J p.m.
Mon, Oct 9
Men's golf - Midwestern
Collegiate Conference
Tournament at Weatherwax
Municipal Golf Course
Tue, Oct. 10
Women's volleyball vs. Butler;
7 p.m. at Schmidt Fieldhouse
Women's tennis vs.
Transylvania; 3 p.m. at
Xavier Courts
Women's soccer vs. Charleston;
2 p.m. at Kol ping Park
Men's golf- Midwestern
Collegiate Conference
Tournament at Weatherwax
MuniciP.~I Golf Course

Transylvania 337.
Xavier finishers:
Jeff Lancaster - 75
Bob Philcon - 78
Lloyd Faulkner - 80
Chris Pieper - 83
Rob Dasuarma - 83
Xavier-442, Dayton-444
Xavier finishers:
Jeff Lancaster - 79
Rob Dasuarma - 89
Chris Pieper - 90
Dave Schwartz - 90
Pat fytinogue - 94

WOMEN'S SOCCER
Budwesier Tournament
dn St. Louis
Xavier-5, Quincy College-0
Goals: Finke (2), Wambach,
Margello, Schuerman.
Shutout: Carroll (0 saves)
Missouri-St. Louis-3,
Xavier-2 ·
Goals: X: Collins, Schuerman
Xavier-2, SIU-Edwardsville-1
Goals: Recotta, Schuerman

CROSS COUNTRY
Earlham Invitational
Team scores (men):
1) Case Western 45, 2) Dayton 75,
3) Earlham 76, 4) Centre 98, 5)
Wilmington 146, 6) Xavier 148, 7)
Wittenberg 160, 8) Georgetown
163, 9) Ashbury 263.
Xavier finishers:
12) Southwick 28.22 27) Yanessa
29.14 33) Westermeyer29.46 37)
Pelzel 30.18 39) Rosenbaum 30.37
Team scores (women):
1) Wittenberg 22, 2) Earlham 62, 3)
Centre 67, 4) Xavier.84, 5) Case
Western, 6) Wilmington, 7)
Ash bury
Xavier finishers:
3) Richmond 21.0215) Kowalczyk
22.2317) Honchell 22.37 20)
Hambrook 22.53 29) Beresford
24.54

INTRAMURALS
SOFTBALL RES ULTS
l'\ltoonrocks
Winky Dinky Dog
Country Joe & the Fish
Team X
2nd Floor Sacs
Buffa Ills
Team Fcmuda
Social Misfits

21
3
13
9
22
0
12
8

<ilEAT ,\NERIC~®
INSURANCE COMPANIES

THE UNCOMMON OPPORTUNITY.
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The College Consortium for International .
Studies is composed of 170 American Colleg~s.
and Universities. About 1400 students part1c1pated in CCIS programs in 1988-89.

STUDYINIRELAND
Spring 1990

St. Patrick's College

University of Limerick
Limerick, Ireland

Maynooth, Ireland

• Liberal Arts Program
• 30 Student Maximum
• 3.0 G.P.A. Required

• Business Program Option
• International Student Village
• 3.0 G.P.A. Required

. If Theytl Had Our .·
Student BatikPaK In College, .
Theytl Know How Tu
Balance ABudget

SPONSORING COLLEGES
Keene State College, NH
Mohegan Community College

Dr. Wiiiiam Spofford

Study Abroad
308 Warner Hall
University of Wisconsin
Platteville, WI 53818
(608) 342-1726

Avoid a budget crisis while you;re in college with the
Ameritrust Student BankPak.
You get a Visa card, checking and savings accounts, even
an Asset® card for 24 hour banking.
It's a full curriculum in banking services. Specially
designed to meet a student's needs-and to give you a handle
on what real financial independence is all about.
Student.BankPak; Anew
lesson in fiscal responsibility. Stop in
to apply, or call(216) 73B690 or
·l-800-422-2442,·x3690. ·

Other CCIS Programs: Italy, England, Scotland, Sweden, .
Germany, Portugal, Greece, Israel, Spain, France, Cyprus,
Mexico, Ecuador, Colombia, China

Hl

·.Amerltrust

Ameritrust Company National Association ·

Service you cari bank on.

Member FDIC

The Pizza. xIJ·neserves!
We hav~ FlJLL m'enu
Delivery!

Pizza

•Fish
••Subs
•.Salads

"ORIGINAL SINCE 1949''

•TunaSalad
•Potato Wedges
··cheesecake

Special 24""hour DeliVery
·rxu------~----~~----··---·--xui

:. .

··lI

:

"We ·Deliver"

Call 531.~4888

. Sp~Cll\l '
Introductory Offer
. . . .·.

·.

·. .

$1.000FF

:I

An. Y . ·L
·.·.·
. ·•arge

1

I-item
Pizza
.

ixu

Explral0/ 11/ 89

.

:

lI

:
:I

.

·

xui1

~-~-------~-------------~
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·1n Country' star shows true colors
. · in touch with the audience in
. order for the piece to be
effective. She said, "It's a
~hallenge- the ultimate. As an
· . Unfortunately, show
. business has .a. tendency t() be a . actor, the ·challenge is in
"name" profession. But often
making it real; the best that
you can."
times, a name does not a star
make. Such is the case with
Her television career
Peggy Rae, a co-star in the ·
incl.udes "The Red Skelton
recently released Bruce Willis
Show," "I Love Lucy," "Have
film, "In Country."
Gun Will Travel," "Dr.
Her resume is impres- · Kildaire," ''The Waltons,"
sive enough, beginning as a
''Marcus Welby," "All In The
secretary for MGM and
Family" and countless others,
working eventually into acting even extending into a few
roles on Broadway and
television movie appearan~es,
popt.llar television;· as well as a including ''The Cracker
number of professional jobs
Factory," "Fun and Garnes,"
and "Blood Sport." Her screen
such as stage production and
managerial work. Her Broad- credits comprise "The 7 Faces
way career was extensive,
of Dr. Lao," "Smith," ''1Nalk,
including tours with "A
Don't Run," "Rascal," "Cold
Streetcar Named Desire," Cole Turkey," "Strange Bedfellows"
Porter's hit, "Out Of This
and "What's the Matter With
World," and Carol Channing's. Helen?"
' ·"
"Lend An Ear.'' Although Rae
Rae consist'ently
prefers movies and television, commemorates Lucille Ball: "
she said that "it's easier to
Some sitcoms are very stylized, and aren't always funny.
create a- reality on stage."
But Lucy is sti}l funny; Lucy is
Reality is Rae's emphasis in
acting, and she believes that
the master," she said, with
the feeling of a piece must be
reasonable conviction, "Lucy

by Ben Stigar
staff reporter

Welcomes.
.
.

David

Noster

had such a reality in her work.
She was funny because she felt
real."
·
Rae was captivated by
her latest film, "In Country,"
especially when she talked
about the conflicts that the
lead character encountered as
a Vietnam veteran, still
caught-up in a war that ended
a generation ago. Rae seemed
reverent when discussing the
Vietnam Memorial Wall that
shares a fair amount of screen
time. She said, ''The Wall is
very powerful- it's more
moving to see it in the movie."
Rae 'enjoyed working
with the movie's cast and : .
crew, and Bruce Willis was no
exception. "I got along with
him from the first minute. He's
good at comedy because he
has that light touch to offset
the weight of hJs role," she
said. Rae liked the style that
Willis injected into his character, mainly because she felt
that a "monotone actor"
would probably come across
as being a bit too serious, since
the role is so sensitive.
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New season, old Classic

Players sink teeth into 'Dracula'

Sugar 'n' Spice

Restaurant

OPEN EVERY DAY 7 A.M. - 3 P.M.
Daily Luncheon Specials
Including Vegetables
Nationally known for its wispy thin pancakes,
fluffy three-egg omelettes, creative sandwiches,
homemade cheesecake,
and much, much more!

elaborate and hauntingly
beautiful as the story itself.
-The script which
With its gothic-style, its
Kuhlman chose to use, for
flowing draperies and its
there are very many versions,
. Dracula. In a simple
period
furniture, the st.age
game.of word association, my
was one written by Hamilton
alone
promises
to be worth
~~
A
Cincinnati
tradition
since
1941
mind conjures up several
Deane and John L. Balderston.
.
experiencing.
,
different images when I hear
Deane's father was a child4381 Reading Rel. (between Tennessee Ave. & Victory Parkway
The story wouldn't be
. that notorious name. Blood;
hood friend of Bram Stoker,
Across .trom Natorp's
'
complete without the necesdarkness; a huge, looming.
the man who first romantiCincinnati Magazine's 1984 Best Breakfast Award.
sary special effects, and rest
mansion; extremely white
cized the legend of Dracula by
assured there will be. many.
teeth; a beautiful girl; a .
writing a novel.
Minutes from Xavier University, Reasonable prices!
Jenny Singer, a professional at
mysterious stranger. The story .
Deane's scripted
242-3521
stage lighting, is wonderfully
of Count Dracula is one that
adaptation ·of Stoker's novel
talented in this area. Kuhlman
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~==~~=-.has been told and retold for
was first performed at the
hundreds of years, and has
Fullerton Theater in New York . described the play as being
one of "strong concepts" ~nd
come to be associated with the City at the tum of the century.
the idea behind the set is that it
It was a huge success and was
eeriness that these words
look "overpowering." Singer's
exemplify. The Xavier Players revived more recently on·
skill at lighting effects ensures
will present a version of this
Broadway by Frank Langella.
that it will.
story this weekend that is sure Langella's movie version of
Mail Clerk (full - time) - Assist in our mail distribu''The script is someto enchant you, mesmerize
the play is still very popular
tion operation by sorting and delivering mail
what difficult due to its heavy
you and raise the hairs on the
t~day.
back of your neck.
exposition and melodramatic
Kuhlman collaborated
throughout our Spring Grove A venue office comHistorically,
there
was
style,"
said Kuhlman. She
with
a
professional
scenic
plex. Also assist by preparing mail for the post
an actual Romanian named
confided, ''The show was
designer from New York City
office, and delivering office supplies and packages
Count Dracula, according to
difficult to block. -We had one
named Alex Hutton to bring
throughout the company. Some heavy lifting reCathy Kuhlman, director of
less week than usual - less
the set of "Dracula"-to Xavier.
the Xavier Players, who is also Said Kuhlman, ''The concept
time than ever before."
quired. This position offers a full range of benefits
directing
the
show.
According
for
this
was
definitely
a
joint
including medical and life insurance and a matched
to legend, he was a fierce
Tickets ar.e on sale at the
venture between Alex and
savings plan. After three months of employment,
warrior who fought the Turks. myself." Hutton, also a
·Theater box office,12 - 5 p.m. ·
you will be eligible to participate in Tuition ReimThe Count would cut oft'the
· portrait artist, lent his excellent through Friday. The cost is $5
bursement Plan, offering 100% tuition reimburseheads of his captives and post
per ticket, or $2 for Xavier
eye and artistic touch to make
them on stakes outside his
students.
ment for college courses.
the set for this production as

d!X'J

--

Employment Opportunities
The Drackett Company

Mail Clerk (part- time) - Work approximately 4
hours each day, Monday- Friday, assisting with
mail preparation and delivery throuhgout Spring
Grove Avenue offices. Work hours can be arranged
to accommodate school schedules.
For immediate consideratic;m, please call:
Supervisor, Human Resources
The Drackett Company
5020 Spring Grove A venue
Cincinnati, OH 45232
An Equal Opportunity
M/ F/ H/ V

by Maria Lovell
Assignment editor

castle.
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Athenaeum taking

·sut>m·.issio.n·s

· Xav~er' s Literary magazine, The Athenaeum, is now accepting manuscripts and
artwork. Please send submissions to: The Athenaeum, Xavier University, 3800Victory Park\\'ay, Cincinnati, Ohio 45207. These will not be
returned unless accompanied by a self-addressed stamped envelope. The Athenaeum is
also looking for people interested. in working ..
on the editorial staff. Please contact Dr. Finkel- '
stein, 745-:2041, or Jennifer Cox, 553-0837.

AC ROH
1 Rear of ship
4Coroner:
abbr.
&Vapid
11 Destined
13 Rude huts
15 Accomplish
18 u.etul
18 Employs
19 Music: as

written

c 21 Kind of collar
22 Symbol for .
thallium
23Shaggy
28CYCl8

29 Pferce

31 Rip
33 :r:,bol for

VINE.,& CALHOUN
CLIFTO.('l 751-()646

34 River In Italy
35 Doctrine
38Arld
39 Greek letter
40 Either

COUEGE PR£SS SERVICE

41 District In
Germany
43Awareof
45Pekoe

The
Weekly

•ff Repeat
50Sungod
· 52 Two-toed sloth
53Haul
. 58 Having ahoeS
58 Shore birds
80 Roman gods
81 Dwell
83 Ate llmlted

.'·food...

Crossword
Puzzle

.

. 85 Apportions
ee Symbol for

eCandlum

87 Anger

DOWN
1 Sums up
2 Pedal extremity

3Asfaras
4 Measuring

device

5 Prepares for
print

8 Imbued with
odor
7 Symbol for
tantalum
8 Bordering on

9 Hard twisted
thread
10 Chemical suffix
12 Greek letter
14 Steamship:
abbr.
17 Bumpkin
20 Exclamation
24 Wading bird
25 Otlcltem
27 Transported
with delight
28 Exchange
premium
29 Blemish
30 Ripped
32 Hindu peasant
36 Capuchin
monkey
37 Ages
42 Rockflsh
44 Seine
46 Got up
48 Forays
49 Pertaining to
a court
51 Mine entrance
54 River In
Germany
55 Broad
56 Senior: abbr.
57 Dress border
59 Compass point
62 Prefix: down
64 Agave plant
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Playhouse's 'Liaisons:' between good and bad
"Dangerous Liaisons."
For those who have
neither read the book, experienced the play nor seen the
Cincinnati's Playhouse movie, it is about two former
in the Park celebrated its 30th
lovers turned conspirators.
birthday on Sept. 26 with the
Their goal is to morally ruin
opening of Christopher
two young women through
Hampton's "Les Liaisons
seduction. The seducer, The
Dangereuses." Because the
Vicomte de Valmont, plays on
staged version was an incred- the naivety of the youngest
ible success, receiving the 1986 and ends up unsuspectedly
Olivier Award for best play,
falling in love with the other.
and in 1987 gathering seven
Meanwhile, his partner in
Tony Award nominations, this crime, the Marquise de
play was later adapted to last
Merteuil, is secretly jealous of ·
summer's blockbuster, and
his victims.
academy award-nominated,

by Molly A. Donnellon
assistant Diversions editor

~~~;::rn~G'TIREl

The costuming is
nearly perfect in capturing the
essence of the 18th century .
The stage setting, containing
less than six pieces, functions
well throughout the play.
Unlike the film, the
play leaves out scenes which
helped the audience weave
together the intricate plot.
Tessie Hogan and
John Wajda are appealingly
evil as the play's leading
deviant duo, Merteuil, played
by Glenn Close in the film, and
Valmont, the screen character
played by John Malkovich.
With the exception of these
two outstanding actors, the
play is average. One actress,
'·catherine Barron, portrayed
Tourvel and could have used
more direction. The scenes
which called for her to act
confused from desire turried
out to confuse the audience.
The play is hard enough to
follow without this actress'
misleading emotions.
"Les Liaisons
Dangereuses" runs through
Oct. 22. Tickets costing $14 $25.50 can be obtained by
calling 421-3957. In all honVicomte de Valmont (John Wajda) and the Marquise de Merteuil
esty, you're better off renting
(Tessie Hogan), ex-!overs turned co-conspirators, plot reuenge in Les
the movie on video ... it costs Liasons Dangereuses.
under$3.

ATTENTION ALL XAVIER NEWSWIRE
STAFF REPORTERS AND
PHOTOGRAPHERS ! ! !
MANDATORY MEETING: NEXT
WEDNESDAY. .4:00 P.M..

t.~~~~~~1~111111~1~1~~
THE SEARCH IS NOW ON!
1990 MISS OHIO <JSA® PAGEANT

NO PERFORMING TALENT REQUIRED
_
If you are an applicant who qualifies and are
between the ages of 17 and under 25 by
February I, 1990, never married and at least a
six month resident of Ohio, thus college dorm
students are eligible, you could be Ohio's
representative at the CBS-nationally televised
Miss USA® Pageant in February to compete for
over $200,000 in cash and prizes. The Miss Ohio
USA® Pageant for 1990 will be presented in the
Grand Ballroom of the Marriott North Hotel in
Columbus, Ohio, November 24, 25 and 26,
1989. The new Miss Ohio USA® ; along with her
expense paid trip to compete in the CBS·
nationally televised Miss USA® Pageant, will
LIA TbomJllHD
receive over $2,000 in cash among her many
Miss Ohio USA®
prizes. All girls interested in competing for the
title must write to:

1990 Miss Ohio <JSA® Pageant
c/o Trl·State Headquarters · Dept. CA,
347 Locust Avenue, Washlngt~n, PA 15301·3399
Trl·State Headquarters Phone Is 4121225·5343
Application Deadline Is October 18, 1989.
Letters must include a recent sn11pshot,
brief blognphy, •ddreu and phone number.
•Jtf~u

USA® P11ge11nt Is p11rt of the (11mlly of P11nmount Communlc:11tlons, Inc:.
Mies Ohio USA® ls'"A Carvern Production"

.~~~l~~~~~li~~!~~~ll~~

Off Campus
Housing
• Walk to cdmpus

• Free_.heat
•Cable

• Parking

$ 235.00 and up

xford Apt
1005 Dana
Call Randy.at
281-8725 or 47 4-0449

catendaR
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All announcements for the
weekly Calendar must be
sent to The Xavier Newswire
office in the University
Center by Friday at 12 p.m.
(noon). Please direct mail to
Maria Lovell, Office
Manager/Assignment editor.
Be sure to include name and
phone number.

October
There will be a Black
Female Support
.
·meeting at Finn ·
Lodge. All are encouraged to
attend. Call Finn Lodge at
745-3181 for more information.

4

Make-up Artist Robin
Townsend of Revlon
wili conduct a demonstration at 2 p.m. This session
will be held in the Regis Room:
There is no fee and Minority
Affairs would like to have 4
volunteers participate in this ·
demonstration.

5

.

There will be an
There will be a library
organizational meeting
tour for Psychology
Graduate Students at 1
in the Regis room at
p.m. in the Instruction Room of
6p.m. for those who wish to
work for peace in Northern
the library.
Ireland, sponsored by Peace &
A march for
Justice.
the homeless
sponsored by
Amnesty International "Housing Now" will be Jn
will meet at 2 p.m. in
Washington, D.C. The cost is
the. Dorothy Day
$50. For information, call the
House. Everyone is invited.
Dorothy Day House at 7453162.
Student Activiities
Council sponsors a
dance in the main
dining roomfromlO p.m. la.m. The featured band is
"Caruso."

5

6

When Bela Blasko changed his name
no one said it sucked.

6-7

6
6

PUZZLE SOLUTION

The Center for Management and Professional Development
presents "Management Skills
for Women Supervisors II" in
the CBA building. For cost
and registration details, call
74.5-3394.

6

2621 Vine St•

Hiring full/ part -time
day I evening servers,
host/hostesses, kitchen
personnel, bussers and
janitors. Good benefits
and excellent advancement opportunities.
Apply in person MonThurs., 2:30 - 4:00 at 201
Riverboat Row, Newport
·Kentucky
Hiring full time day
servers and full/ parttime kitcehn personnel all positions- for day I
evening hours. Good
benefits. Excellent
Advancement Opportunities. Apply Mon. Thurs., 2:30 -4:30., 123
Boggs Lane, Cincinnati.
Phone 772-5666.
Looking for a fraternity,
sorrit}r or student
organizationthat would
like· to make $500 - $1,00C
for a one week onFam pus marketing
project. Must be ·
organized and
hardworking. Call
Val or Myra
· at (800) 592-2121.

Spring Break 1990 Individual or student
organization needed to
promote our Spring
Break trips. Earn money,
free trips and valuable
work experience. APPLY NOW!!! Call InterCampus Programs: 1800-327-6013.

NEW MUSIC!
Couch for sale. Slightly
used. Low! Must SELL!
Call 745-3607.

'. THIS Wed-Oct 4:BOB MOULD
with BIG DIPPER

VIDEO
.
PT Nights and Weekends
Premier Video
Hyde Park
Edwards and Madison
Walnut Hills
Next to Children's Palace

Sat-Oct 7: DIE KREUZEN
Sun-Oct 8: &.H.S.
with MIDAS KNIGHT
Sun-Oct 15: LIZZY BORDEN with
TRICK OR TREAT

Macintosh Computer.
Old 512 Version. Printer,
disk drive. Call 745-3561

THINK SPRING - Outgoing? Well-organized?
Promote & ESCort our
FLORIDA SPRING
BREAK .trip GOOD
PAY & FUN. Call
Campus Marketing.
1-800-423-5264.
CARROUSEL INN
has immediate openings
for part-time :
Cocktail Server
. Waiter/Waiterress
Please apply in person or
send resumes to:
8001 READING·Road
Cincinnati, Ohio 45237
. Equal Opportunity
Employer

Univ~rsit

Sat-Oct 28: BODEANS

Sun-Oct 22: TS 0 L
with DEATHLESS
Sun-Oct 29: TESTAMENT with
WRATH CHILD AMERICA
& ANNIHILATOR
Sun-Nov 5: ALIEN SEX FIEND
Sun-Nov 12: FAITH OR FEAR
with SEPULTURA
Tue-Nov 14: 7 SECONDS

AND DON'T MISS:
Sat-Oct 14: JIMMY CUFF
Sat-Oct 21: NANCI GRIFFITH
with JAMES MCMURTRY
Sat-Nov 18: ROBIN TROWER
Tues-Nov 28: JEAN. LUC PONTY
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At IBM,
outstanding people
don't
stand
still.
'

S

o you always thought IBMers were a bunch of
blue striped suits with buttoned down minds. ·''
Nothing ~ould be further from the truth. flliikff. ,
They re movers and shakers.
·.
Energetic, ambitious and smart. People who
know where they're going and get there fast.
People with ideas who choose IBM because they
know their ideas will be heard and put into action.
"I can be a systems
That's right. The winds of change arc sweep- engineer, marketeer,
educator, programmer
ing the vast corporate infrastructure of IBM.
generalist ... all within
Today's IBM is a leaner. more streamlined oper- or
I BM. Where the people
ation that reac·t'i more quickly... takes more risks are high achievers with
big dreams and tons of
... is closer to the customer... and encourages
enthusiasm. I would not
IBMers to speak up. challenge old ways of
change it for anything
thinking and initiate new ideas.
in the world."
Ana Cruz Gonzalez
This is not a company that rests on its past
Marketing
successes. We're sharing our blueprint for the
Representative
future with both our staff {if
Hartford, CT
and com1~etitor~. We're''''<ff
expandmg with the ·~;/
marketplace ... and f i
Right from the start you'll get all the responsibility you can handle. Work in small project
teams with the newest computer-aided equipment.
Involved in technologies that range from image
processing to laser-fiber optics... from robotics
and computer controlled instrumentation to
electron-beam technology and satellite transmission. Applying the latest technologies...
and working with some of the industry's
brightest people in all fields.
.You'll earn early recognition and have the
"
opportunity for

"I see unlimited opportunities for advancement
at IBM-both in the
technical and managerial
ranks. \\e have our share
of technical challenges
and our share of the
right people to meet
.
them. And by the way,
they know how to have

to multiple projects. IBMers have the option to
move from one area to another.... to relocate to
a variety of sites.· .. and to follow a career track
along pu.rely technical lines or into management.
All the while moving up just as fast and as far
as your talent will take you because we're a
company that promotes from within.
Your education doesn't end
when you get a job at IBM. It
just begins. You can take advantage of both general and
job-specific training,
ranging from Graduate Work-Study,
Resident Study
and Special Studies Programs to
Technieal
Sabbaticals;

"The most exciting thing about IBM
is that we're trying to be a different
company than we were ten years ago, or
even last year. There are opportunities for
making change happen:'
•·

...·.····.·.··.·····:·

Steve Czarnecki
Advisory Systems Engineer, Owego, NY

fim, too."
Alisa B. Eaker
Manager, Software
Design/Development
Research Triangle Park,
North Carolina

11

even developing product-; that easily hook up
with systems out-;ide the IBM environment.
After all. we're the worklwide leader in comn_1Linications. And with us communication begins
ngln here. Where individuaiity is prized. Diversity
applauded. And managemei1t i.'i open-111 inclecl.
rrogrcssivc and responsive.

"The thing that gets
me going the most is
the possibilities, the
endless possibilities. This
is a company where I can,
within reason, call my
own shots about my .
future. Career development at IBM is primarily
the respon'>ibility of the
individual; the manager
is there to facilitate and
coumel. Having that
degree of control over
my own future career
is terribly exciting."
.John W. Webster
Communications &
Systems Management Designer
Research Triangle
Park, NC

And there's more. IBM encourages its family of
professionals to exceed their own expectations.
At all levels, IBMers may receive recognition
and financial awards for outstanding c~mtribu
tions, innovation and technical achievement.
Never has there been a more exciting time
to join IBM in development. programming.
research. manufacturing or marketing. Ir you
want to experience that sense of accomplishment and self-fulfillment that sparks new ideas
and keeps you growing. step into IBM. Y<.1u and
your career will never stand still.

--------- --- -- ------ --

---·-·"
An Equal Opportunity Employer

